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The boundaries and names used on this map do not imply official endorsement or acceptance by the U.S. Government.

Map indicates USG-supported programs active as of 03/31/22.

Partner activities are contingent upon access to conflict-affected areas and security concerns.

Response Sectors
- Agriculture
- Livelihoods and Economic Recovery
- Food Assistance
- Health
- Humanitarian Coordination, Information Management, and Assessments
- Logistics Support and Relief Commodities
- Multipurpose Cash Assistance
- Protection
- Shelter and Settlements
- Water, Sanitation, and Hygiene

Response Partners
Inside Ukraine: FAO, IFC, IOM, OCHA, UNHCR, UNICEF, WFP, WHO, Implementing Partners
Outside Ukraine: CRS, IOM, UNFPA, UNHCR, UNICEF, WHO

Source: UNHCR, March 30, 2022

Refugee Arrivals

- POLAND: 2,362,044
- BELARUS: 11,821
- RUSSIA: 350,632
- UKRAINE: 283,824
- SLOVAKIA: 368,837
- HUNGARY: 616,592
- ROMANIA: 388,837

Total refugees: 4,059,105

Source: UNHCR, March 30, 2022

Partner activities are contingent upon access to conflict-affected areas and security concerns.

The boundaries and names used on this map do not imply official endorsement or acceptance by the U.S. Government.